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Wellbeing Committee Meeting 
 

Date:  6/12/2016 

Time: 11:00am-12:15pm 

Secretary: Miriam Amies 

 
Meeting 
attended by: 

Wellbeing Officer Izzy Gurbuz 

Student Parent Martin Jordanov 

Mature Student Matthew Sanderson 

Nightline Rep Lauren Kirby  

Open Place  Elete Nelson-Fearon 

Open Place  Lily Shepherd 

Open Place  Neha Patel 
 

Absent from 
meeting: 
 

Disabled Students Officer                  Sophie Serunjogi 
Disabled Students Officer                   Rianne Desouza 

 
 
 

 

Sent apologies: Open Place                                            Gonzalo Cervera 

Agenda Topic #1: Izzy’s Manifesto Actions/Deadlines: 

Notes:   
IG outlined manifesto priorities and said can circulate 
 
NP asks do committee follow up on manifestos priorities  
 
IG explains the committee will have more of a focus on 
policies but can input and offer support and knowledge 
towards manifesto priorities 
 
MJ asks how WC gets policies 
 
IG explains senate and steering 
 

IG to circulate manifesto priorities and 
scrutiny showing what has been done so far 
 
 
 
 
 

Agenda Topic #2: Wellbeing Committee Policy 
Priorities 

 

Notes:   
Blood Groups on student cards:  
LS raises point that many students don’t know their 
group 
MS mentions blood groups are given to most people at 
birth. Then asks why when O- is available for everyone. 
LK asks how will the information be collected? 
MJ is the scale of task too great? 
 
Counselling should reflect diverse needs of 

Blood groups: IG to research what the actual 
benefits are of knowing student blood groups 
Nurses mini-buses: IG to understand more 
about what would work with this and where it 
would be best used 
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students: 
LK asks about policy and raises question of counselling 
working with Nightline services. Also question on 
chaplaincy diversity, lack of Muslim chaplain? 
IG explains uni secular so can’t directly employ the 
chaplains, hopefully with better counselling support for 
different groups, ethnicities etc this would improve 
support but more could be looked into with chaplains 
 
Food on campus: 
MS raises issue of how living at home students could 
reveal allergen needs as IG says this would be based on 
allergen data students provide when entering halls 
IG outlines how this could be the initial provisions as the 
data already exists but the university do not respond or 
do anything with it, and that there is a discrepancy 
between the uni’s wellbeing aims to support healthy 
living and their business focus with food that dismisses 
this for a more “whatever sells” approach 
LS raises point that many students in halls with food 
allergens or choices would pick self-catered so their data 
is likely to not be fully representative of student body 
NP also raises issue of cost 
LK/MS could the SU pave the way with diverse food 
 
Mini-buses for nursing student: 
ENF would this be more feasible if subsidies rather than 
mini-bus provision? Too many hospitals across Greater 
Manchester? 
IG mentions current student shuttle bus 
MS obstacle raised of living at home student, could the 
bus just be point to point via north campus nearer 
stations, would this be supportive or would it be better to 
look at apps (raised by LK) and encourage car sharing 
MJ suggests bike options too 
IG will look into what could work for this 
 
Drug education and testing kits: 
NP will students use it? Maybe if it is clearly not 
university but SU 
LS more effective from clubs?  
LK better from halls too 
IG clarifies students will be able to just collect and take 
home from SU 
NP advertising on MyManchester under the wellbeing tab 
could help promote too 
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Consensus is generally, “worth a try” 
 
 
 

 

Agenda Topic #3:Senate Policies  

Notes: 
NSS boycott: 
LK asks to explain 
IG explains TEF metrics and how students can influence 
through NSS 
NP questions why boycott if students often don’t fill it in, 
also why wouldn’t we encourage students to fill out NSS, 
is this targeting the uni or education in general, and what 
will it achieve? 
IG explains it is directed at TEF because of the 
inaccuracies of the metric and how it can target the uni as 
they can opt out of the TEF but also the broader 
education sector 
 
SU challenging university’s corporate affiliations that 
contradict the uni’s ethics and social responsibility 
policies: 
MS raises this seems an automatic response and doesn’t 
look at wider positives that some corporate affiliations can 
produce 
NP asks what exists 
MJ mentions BP 
ENF mentions BAE 
NP raises difficulties of how to challenge, should it be 
under students discretion 
IG explains it is more about the university not accepting 
money but that yes this could have some implications on 
opportunities to students but that it could also direct the 
university in a more ethical direction 
 
Printer Credit Allowance for humanities students: 
LS&LK say they print less as science subjects so they do 
not need as many credits as they receive 
NP says law also get some credits 
ENF raises economic viability? 
Consensus, more research could be done to understand 
which students need this 
 
SU should support BDS: 
MJ asks to what extent, does this include starbucks in the 
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SU as their profits support the IDF. 
IG briefs on boycott but mentions that Starbucks wasn’t in 
the list of companies within the university, this could be 
looked into 
 
SU should lobby to include pronouns on uni staff 
cards: 
MJ asked to explain 
IG explains normalisation of pronoun discussion for all 
students as raised by trans student officer 
 
 
 

 


